MARCHING BANDS #1
by Trip Payne

ROWS
1 a Orange soda brand
   b Black Hawk Down actor Tom
2 a Diver’s gear
   b Wii manufacturer
3 a German chancellor after Adenauer
   b Person for whom a college building may be named
4 a Kind of table: Hyph.
   b Three-time U.S. Open winner
5 a Was a harridan
   b Relevant
6 a Brand bought by Whirlpool in 2006
   b Many pop-culture-based URLs
7 a Spotted playing piece
   b They comprise a Morse O
8 a Sappho’s Leap author Jong
   b Teeth, in British slang
9 a L.A. Law’s senior partner McKenzie
   b Adjective for some dolls
10 a Connects to the Internet, perhaps: 2 words
    b Member of the Jackson 5
11 a Capital of Saxony
   b Heavyweight combination: Hyph.
12 a Sheik’s place, in song
   b He voiced Buzz Lightyear: 2 words
13 a Backslide
   b Overly ingratiating

BANDS
A a Daydream
   b Approximately: 3 words
   c United, for one
   d Any of 11 Egyptian pharaohs
   e Not as colorful
   f Confused
   g Where Lake Titicaca is
B a Like some cigars
   b Fiancée
   c Worthless person: Hyph.
   d Island in Jaws
   e It gets in the way
   f Cooking With Astrology author Sydney
C a Make callous
   b Shabby: Hyph.
   c Fit into a mortise
   d “Kiss From a Rose” singer
   e Mature insect
D a Courtroom declaration
   b Walloons’ neighbors
   c Blunt-nosed dolphin
   d Adding alcohol to
E a They’re used after mowing
   b Where Thor called home
   c Dog in Peter Pan
F a Dance involving castanets
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